The Oxford History of Historical Writing is a five-volume, multi-authored scholarly survey of the history of historical writing across the globe. It is a chronological history of humanity’s attempts to conserve, recover, and narrate its past with considerable attention paid to different global traditions and their points of comparison with Western historiography.

Each volume covers a particular period, with care taken to avoid unduly privileging Western notions of periodization, and the volumes cover progressively shorter chronological spans, reflecting both the greater geographical range of later volumes and the steep increase in historical activity around the world since the nineteenth century.

The Oxford History of Historical Writing is the first collective scholarly survey of the history of historical writing to cover the globe across such a substantial breadth of time.

‘Daniel Woolf … unrolls this great map of mankind, displaying the historical consciousness of the human race in all its varieties.’

Jonathan Clark, Times Literary Supplement
All volumes are available to purchase from all good booksellers, or from OUP direct. Please visit our website www.oup.com for more information.